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MODIFICATIONS OF ZF EQUICONSISTENT WITH ZFKM

S.M. KIM

In a paper[3J W. Marek and A. Mostowski set forth an interesting
extension of ZF (Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory), denoted as ZFKM : ZFKM
is the set of formulas ~ of the language of ZF set theory such that
the relativisation (JJv of ~ to the universe of sets is provable in KM
(Kelley-Morse theory, i.e., the impredicative extension of von Neumann
Bernays-GOdel set-theory (VBG». Then the system ZFKM is axiomatisable,
but no axiomatisation (in the language of set theory) is known. They
conjectured that ZFKM consists of sentences as true as those of ZF set
theory. This reminds us of the fact that ZF is equivalent to VBG and
hence ZF is equiconsistent with VBG [6J [7J and [4J [5J, respectively.
Now it is natural to ask how ZFKM proof-theoretically and/or model
theoretically compares with ZF or some other modifications of ZF. First
however, we comment on notations. For the most part, our notation
will be that commonly employed in set theory. In general, a, {3, 7'''
denote ordinals. lim(a) stands for "a is a limit ordinal." fn(f) means
that f is a function. Denote dom(f) for domain of f. If a is a set,
pea) denotes its power set. con(ZF) stands for "ZF is consistent." We
refer the reader to [2J for any notion we do not cover. We present with
the proof assumed:

LEMMA 1.

con (ZFKM) +->con(KM)

Let us denote the second order ZF set theory by ZFII. If we define
ZF'II to be the ZFII plus the formula (VA VB(Va(A(a)=B(a) )-+A=
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B» then we obtain:

THEOREM 2.
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con(KM) <.->con(ZF'u)

Proof.
(1) Proof theoretical equivalence:

(q(a, ... )/\Yb«q(b, )~q(b, ...»/\(>q(b, ...)~> q(b, ...»)
~'gp(pa/\Vb«q(b, )~pb)/\(>q(b,...)~>pb»)
~(ZFnf-q(a, ...)~'gpVb(q(b, ah "', ak, Ph "', Pi)=pb»/\

(ZFuf->q(a, ...)~'gpVb(q(b,ah "', ak, Ph "', pi)-pb»
~(ZFuf-ValVa2 .. ·YakVplVP2,,,VPi'gP(q(b, at. ''',ak, Ph "', Pi) pb)),

where q(a, ah "', ak, Ph "', Pi) is a formula in the language of ZFn.
The next step is to derive the following argument: if a formula pea, ... )
from KM satisfies the substitution restriction for A then KMf-VA
q(A)~q(p(a, ...», where q(A) is a formula from KM and A free.
This follows with the aid of the equivalence theorem of quantification.
The above arguments suffice to put the comprehension schema and other
axioms of KM in relation to the substitution schema and other axioms
of ZF'n, respectively.

(2) Equiconsistency:
If ZF'n were not consistent, two contradictory formulas, P and >P,

could be derived from its axioms. Since contradictory formulas imply
all wellformed formulas, we have that all formulas of ZF'u are deducible
from the axioms of ZF'Il. By (1), all formulas of KM would be
deducible from the axioms of KM. The converse follows in a similar
manner.

Now let us consider the two modifications of ZF set theory, denoted

ZF and ZF, as follows.

DEFINITION 3.
(1) Let ZF be the theory based on the following sentences:

1. (Va) (Vx) (Vy) [x=y/\xEa~yEa]
2. (Va)(Vb).At"({a,b}).
3. (Va)1(U (a».
4. (Va) [(Vu) (Vv) (Vw)]SO(u, v)!\SO(u, w)~v=wJ

~('gb) (Vy) [yEb-('gx) [xEa/\so(x, y)]JJ.
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5. (Va) [a:t:O--+(:;lx) [xEa/\xna=OJJ.
6. 1(w).
7. ('3f) (:;la) [lim(a) /\a>w/\fn(f) /\dom(f) =a+ 1

/\f(O) =0/\ (VP) [p<a--+(yu) (ucf(P+ l)'-'ucf(P))J
/\(yl) [lim(l)/\l<a+ l--+fO) = Uf(P)J

po

/\(yx) (yg) (x Ef(a)/\gCf(a)/\fn (g)--+g (x) Ef(a) ))
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Note that 1 (A) stands for"A is a set."

(2) Let ZF be the theory based on the following sentences:
The first six are identical to the previous sentences 1 through 6 of

ZF.

7. 3: inaccessible cardinal.
8. ya(a: set constructed by an ordinal less than the first inaccessible

cardinal--+1 (p(a))).

Then it turns out that the two systems ZF+ V=L and ZF+ V=L are

proof-theoretically equivalent. As a consequence of this equivalence we
have:

THEOREM 4.

con (ZF+ V=L).-.con(ZF+ V=L)

Proof.
The proof IS similar to the second part of that of Theorem 2.

Moreover, we obtain:

THEOREM 5.

con(ZF+ V=L).-.con(KM)

Proof.

In view of the definition of ZF + V= L, we see that

(ZF+ V=L) f-con(KM).

On the other hand, con(KM) implies con(VBG+AC).

VBG+ACf-con(ZF+ V=L).

Thus we have established:
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COROLLARY 6.

con (ZFKM) <c->con(KM) <c->con(ZF'n) <c-> con(ZF+ V =L)<c->con(ZF+ V =L)

Proof.
Lemma 1, Theorems 2, 4 and 5.

The results of this paper might give new insight into dealing with
several open problems, e.g., the conservative extension problem [1,
p.246, Question 7.4(i)J, and finding the axiomatisation of the ZFKM
set theory and some meaningful statements provable in ZFKM but not
in ZF; but these would require further research.
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